The hometown associations proved much more willing to support movements that promised to help the members in their day-to-day concerns without demanding that the societies surrender their auton omy. Only a few landsmanshaftn fully accepted the labor movement's socialist ideology, and most of these had affiliated with the Workmen's Circle. However, when the labor movement successfully identified itself with the practical interests of large numbers of their members, the other societies came willingly to its support. Likewise, many landsmanshaftn enthusiastically backed such practical social welfare agencies as the Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS). All segments of the Eastern European community, whatever their political or religious leanings, had shared the experience of immigration and naturally sym pathized with an organization which assisted newcomers and lobbied against restriction.
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In Search of a United Community
The earliest effort to create an overarching structure for the New York Jewish community drew on the support of some landsmanshaftn, but failed in the end because of seemingly irreconcilable landsmanshaft differences and the inability of centralized Jewish institutions in Amer ica to discipline a diverse population. In 1887 the Association of Ameri can Orthodox Hebrew Congregations hoped to strengthen traditional Judaism in New York by establishing order in the city's chaotic religious sphere. In particular, the Association's affiliated synagogues sought to standardize marriage and divorce proceedings, and above all to regulate the production of kosher meat. To accomplish these goals, the Associa tion, which included a number of prominent landsmanshaft congrega tions, imported Rabbi Jacob Joseph from Vilna to serve as Chief Rabbi of New York.3 After an auspicious beginning, the undertaking ran into a series of obstacles that proved insuperable and soon led to the Association's collapse. Adherents of Reform Judaism, immigrant radicals, and Americanized Orthodox circles all refused to acknowledge the Chief Rabbi's authority. The regulation of kashrut proved more difficult than expected when butchers resisted Rabbi Joseph's control and consumers objected to higher prices caused in part by the fees he collected for giving his approval to meat. These fees, in fact, reminded many people of the infamous korobka, the onerous tax imposed upon kosher meat by the Russian government. An anti-korobka campaign soon arose led by an unlikely coalition of butchers, radicals, and disaffected Orthodox rabbis. 4 Tensions also developed between non-Hasidic "Lithuanian" Jews represented by Rabbi Joseph, on the one hand, and Galician and Hungarian Jews, mainly Hasidim, on the other. To mollify the latter group, "who were beginning to murmur that the association was run by and for Lithuanian Jews," the Association offered Rabbi Joshua Segal, a Galician who had been in New York since 1875, the post of av bet din (head of the rabbinical court). He refused to be a subordinate of the newly arrived Chief Rabbi, however, and turned down the position. By October 1888, a year after Rabbi Joseph's arrival, the Congregations of Israel Men of Poland and Austria, a body of twenty congregations, had named its own chief rabbi and formed its own rabbinical court, which met at the Sarayer Shul on Hester Street.5
As Rabbi Joseph's authority declined, congregations began to drop out of the Association. For a time, Rabbi Joseph depended for his support on the very butchers he was supposed to supervise, until even they dispensed with his services in 1895.6 The Chief Rabbi died in poverty in 1902, and was rescued from obscurity only by the famous riot which took place at his funeral. Neither the original Association of American Hebrew Orthodox Congregations nor its Galician rival sur vived the rabbi.
Over the next two decades, organizations that did not aim to estab lish centralized authority over the Jewish community successfully incor porated large numbers of societies. The fraternal orders were the first, absorbing hundreds of landsmanshaftn. As lodges of an order, landsmanshaftn came into intimate contact with one another and also participated in the general work of some of the largest Jewish organi zations of the day.7
The fraternal orders supported Jewish charitable undertakings and, increasingly, took stands on political issues. On a number of occasions in the first decade of the twentieth century, Independent Order Brith Abraham (IOBA) and other orders "championed publicly the interests of Jewry as a whole." In the wake of the Kishinev pogrom, for example, IOBA donated $1,500 to the victims and appealed to President Roosevelt to intervene. Subsequently, the orders worked actively against immigration restriction and protested Russia's refusal to honor the American passports of Russian-born Jews visiting the Empire.8
As the mainstream orders assumed more responsibility for leadership in Jewish communal affairs, they gradually adopted a nationalist politi cal perspective. By the second decade of the century, a number of orders embraced Zionism officially. Independent Order Ahavas Israel, the Western Star Order, Independent Order Brith Abraham, and Brith Sholom had all endorsed Zionism by early 1914.9 Many landsmanshaft lodges thus took at least symbolic part in one of the major Jewish political movements of the day. Additional societies joined the explicitly Zionist orders: B'nai Zion and the Jewish National Workers' Alliance. Although more loosely knit than the fraternal orders, several federa tions or farbandn of landsmanshaftn from the same countries or re gions became the most durable and inclusive organizations linking the small associations with broader trends in Jewish life. The first and largest of these was the Federation of Galician and Bucovinean Jews of America, founded in 1904, followed by the Federation of RussianPolish Hebrews of America (1908) (1916) .10 Encompassing hundreds of individual hometown societies, with tens of thousands of members, the federations brought the landsmanshaftn into closer collaboration with one another, harnessed their considerable energy for wider social goals, and created a new layer of immigrant Jewish leaders.
The motivations behind the establishment of the landsmanshaft fed erations varied. To some extent, the smaller groups came together because of perceived slights at the hands of the numerically dominant Russian Jewish immigrants. As Dr. Samuel Margoshes, journalist, edu cator, and sometime president of the Galician and Bucovinean Fed eration, put it, the federations were "offensive and defensive alli ances, a sort of Verein zur Abwehr des Anti-Galizianerismus or AntiRumanierismus, as the case might be."11 When they addressed this issue at all, however, the federations did so indirectly, by raising the prestige of their respective groups through the establishment of institutions to serve the whole community. Following the lead of the Federation of Galician and Bucovinean Jews, most of the farbandn undertook to maintain health-care or social-welfare facilities, the largest of which were the Galicians' Har Moriah Hospital and the Russian-Polish Fed eration's Beth David Hospital.12
The federations were intermediate entities between what the histo rian Josef Barton has called the "little tradition of communal leader ship" and organization, represented by the myriad of individual socie ties, and the "larger tradition of national leadership," which sought to create a more fully integrated ethnic community.13 Specifically, they developed a group of leaders who transcended their landsmanshaft origins and played active roles in the wider immigrant Jewish commu nity. Most of these leaders fit the description of "ethnic brokers," men who were conversant enough with American society to be able to negotiate it on behalf of their followers. In the Jewish context, however, American society often appeared synonymous with the so-called "up town" Jews, "prosperous, Americanized or native born, and sharing common German origins for the most part." The uptown leaders were mostly businessmen "of means and social standing" with whom few successful Eastern Europeans could compete. Aspiring immigrant leaders, therefore, often depended upon an organizational constitu ency for their authority. The landsmanshaft federations, together with the fraternal orders, provided such bases of support for individual leaders moving into the higher councils of American Jewish leader ship.14 The leaders of the country federations embodied the organizations' fusion of American and Jewish values. Successful businessmen and professionals, these individuals constituted "a type of truly democratic servant of the people, a type which possesses American energy and Jewish loyalty."15 They included physicians such as Dr. Solomon Neu mann (co-founder and Honorary President of the Galician Federation), Dr. Max Moskiewitz (founder of the Polish Federation) and Dr. Pierre Siegelstein (dissident Romanian leader), lawyers such as Leo Wolfson (President of the Romanian Federation) and Leo Lerner (President of the Bessarabian Federation), and even politicians such as Assemblymen Solomon Sufrin and Charles Flack (both Romanians). Many of the leaders had come to America at a relatively young age and had acquired an American education. Of the six federation presidents listed in the Jewish Communal Register, for example, Joseph Gedalecia, of the Sephardic Federation of Oriental Jews of America, had immigrated at the age of eleven, Jacob Carlinger of the Russian-Polish Federation at twelve, Samuel Goldstein of the Romanian Federation at fourteen, and Siegelstein, then President of the American Union of Roumanian Jews, at fifteen or sixteen. Samuel Margoshes of the Galician Federation had arrived at the age of eighteen and attended Columbia University and Jewish Theological Seminary, where he earned a doctorate. The Bes sarabian leader, Leo Lerner, had come at the advanced age of 32, but had graduated from the law school of New York University.16
The federations provided these leaders with a broader sphere of action than they would have had in their separate landsmanshaftn. What the Tageblat wrote of the Galician Federation could also be applied to the others: "The Federation has called forth new powers among the Galician Jewish public in New York; it has created new activists, new good and devoted communal workers which were en tirely unknown before."17
The federations also articulated a philosophy of Jewish life, more latent than expressed within their constituent associations, which com bined declarations of loyalty to the United States with support for the ideals of Jewish nationalism. The farbandn always saw themselves as a step toward the eventual unity of all American Jews. The Federation of Galician and Bucovinean Jews of America argued that it was expedient that "the Jews from each country . . . unite among themselves, because they understand and know each other better," and this would make it "easier to arrive at the main goal of uniting all Jews."18 At its 1906 convention the Galician Federation even appointed a committee to negotiate with the Independent Order Brith Abraham concerning the establishment of a united communal organization.19 Like the Galician Federation, the Federation of Roumanian Jews in America promised to work for Jewish unity. One journalist assured readers that the Roma nian Federation stood "on a solid national base and does not intend to create its own little sectarian prayer-house. The Federation strives to go hand in hand with all other Jewish organizations created for Jews and Jewish interests."20 Indeed, at a time when the official Zionist movement in America was still weak, the landsmanshaft federations provided a reservoir of mass support for the Zionist ideal. Jews from Galicia and Romania had a particularly strong reputation for sympathy with the Jewish national movement, leading one Galician journalist to write that among the "other Jews of New York, it is practically accepted that a Galician is the same thing as a Zionist."21 The Galician Federation officially en dorsed the Zionist Basel Program at its 1906 convention, and the Romanian Federation did so in 1911.22 Another sympathetic writer noted that the Galician Federation had brought 600 societies and thousands of members into the movement. If the federations had not been so active, he suggested, the Zionists would just demand more from each body.23
The federations expressed their commitment to Zionism most clearly at the symbolic level. The blue and white Jewish flag hung at federation conventions, which often opened or closed with the singing of Hatikvah. The annual gatherings also heard such prominent Zionist speakers as Shmaryahu Levin and Louis Lipsky. More concretely, the federations contributed to the Jewish National Fund (JNF) to further Jewish settlement in Palestine, and urged their branches to do so as well. At the 1914 Galician Federation convention "pretty girls" inter rupted the proceedings by selling flowers for the JNF, and the following year the Federation voted to pay the shekel (dues in the Zionist move ment) for each of its member societies.24
The landsmanshaft federations considered Jewish unity, even nation alism, to be entirely consistent with an ardent commitment to America. Even as it adopted resolutions in favor of a Jewish homeland in Pales tine, the Galician Federation set out "to educate its members ... in the knowledge of true citizenship and patriotic American principles."25 Whatever role they envisaged for the Jewish state in the future, very few of the immigrants planned to leave the United States for Palestine. In 1905, when the Galicians sponsored a mass rally to celebrate the 250th anniversary of Jewish settlement in America, Der amerikaner, then the Galician Federation's unofficial organ, went so far as to speak of America in terms of the promised land. " [W] Although it made only minimal demands on its affiliated societies and never became the powerful communal center it aspired to be, the Federation did help draw some societies into broader spheres of politi cal action. The Satanover Benevolent Society, for example, maintained membership for a number of years and heard regular reports on the coalition's activities against immigration restriction, as well as on a proposal to create "a general Jewish federation with the aim of taking part in the political affairs of the government of the United States." Through the Federation, the Satanover landslayt first joined in the protest against the police commissioner's assertion that Jews were more involved in crime than other groups, the affair that eventually led to the formation of the New York Kehillah.30 In 1908 the movement toward general organization of the Jewish community received a push forward after New York City Police Com missioner Theodore Bingham claimed in a newspaper article that Jews committed half of the crime in New York. All sectors of the Jewish community expressed outrage; the Federation of Jewish Organizations and a number of other groups called protest meetings, while leaders of the American Jewish Committee worked behind the scenes to elicit a retraction from the commissioner. The incident emphasized to many the need for an ongoing body to represent the interests of New York Jewry. A series of meetings in September 1908 resulted in a call for a confer ence of "representative Jews of the city" to meet in Clinton Hall on October 11th and 12th for the "purpose of forming a permanent organization to foster the interests of the Jews in every proper way."31
As one of the largest Jewish combinations then in existence, the Federation of Galician and Bucovinean Jews of America played an instrumental role in the movement which led to the establishment of the New York Kehillah. The Federation's President Bernard Semel was one of the six signers of the conference appeal, and its office provided the committee with an interim address. The initiators anticipated that "much, very much good could be accomplished if we had a proper Jewish Community, which united the Russian, German, Galician, Hun garian and Roumanian Jews." Nevertheless, they assured the public, "the [resulting] organization will not interfere with the internal affairs of the orders, federations, societies, etc." Constituent groups would operate as before, with complete autonomy, but would speak with a united voice on issues of common concern.32 Overcoming objections by the Federation of Jewish Organizations and the misgivings of the American Jewish Committee, the Clinton Hall conference endorsed the establishment of a permanent Jewish commu nity structure. The Committee of 25 appointed after the Clinton Hall Conference included five men closely associated with the landsmanshaft federations. Semel was now joined by fellow-Galician Dr. Solomon Neumann, Dr. Max Moskiewitz of the Russian-Polish Federation, and Romanian leaders User Marcus and Dr. Pierre Siegelstein. Together with thirteen representatives of a reluctantly reconciled AJC, the Clin ton Hall committee issued a call to a founding convention for a New York Kehillah (Jewish Community) which would bring "harmony and a proper sense of solidarity in place of the deplorable conditions which now exist."33 Some 222 organizations, including 77 landsmanshaftn, sent dele gates to the first Kehillah Convention, which was held over several weekends in February and March, 1909 . Altogether, over one third of the participants represented individual hometown societies or the larger country federations. The Federation of Galician and Bucovinean Jews, then at the peak of its influence, had by far the largest delegation, with 37 members. The Galician Federation's Har Moriah Hospital sent an additional three of its own. Many of the other delegates represented non-landsmanshaft mutual aid societies, congregations, and fraternal lodges. Socialist organizations such as the Workmen's Circle (with the exception of one lone branch) absented themselves, refusing to help promote Jewish unity across class lines.34
Despite the large landsmanshaft representation at the convention, their leaders did not fare well in the elections for the first 25-member Executive Committee. While three, Bernard Semel, Solomon Neumann, and Pierre Siegelstein, won places on the committee, another seven went down in defeat. Two factors explain this relative lack of success. First, only the Galician Federation was well established by the time of the founding of the Kehillah. Second, as Arthur Goren, the historian of the Kehillah, has pointed out, the vote of the predominantly downtown delegates expressed their confidence in the prestigious uptown elite. One prominent Galician, Bernard Semel, emerged from the landsmanshaft sector to play an especially important role. A member of both the Doliner K.U.V. and the First Bolechower K.U.V., and president of the Federation of Galician and Bucovinean Jews from 1907 to 1911, Semel had come to America at the age of fourteen and worked his way up from pushcart peddler to respectable woolen merchant. At the time of the founding of the Kehillah, Semel was thirty years old and had already achieved something of a reputation as an "energetic worker and . . . convincing speaker." He served on the Kehillah Executive Committee throughout its existence, becoming a close associate of Rabbi Judah F. Magnes, the Kehillah's guiding light. At various times Semel headed the Community's Bureau of Industry and its Committee on Information and Service. He devoted himself especially to the reform of Jewish education, a field in which he continued to work after the Kehillah's demise.37
Supporters of the Kehillah realized that their organization could only speak, as intended, for the entire Jewish community if it involved the city's thousands of small societies and congregations. They set out to reach unaffiliated organizations through pamphlets, newspaper adver tisements and articles, circulars, and neighborhood meetings.38 An ad vertisement in the press that year asked, "Is your synagogue, society or lodge connected with the Kehillah of New York?" and went on to argue, "All good Jewish organizations strive to protect Jewish interests and introduce a more secure Jewry to this city. But this goal cannot be reached until we all unite and concentrate our forces in a central body which will have the power and the authority to deal with all communal problems and improve our living conditions as Jews."39
The Kehillah never fully succeeded in these efforts. Consensus was difficult to achieve in the fractious world of Jewish communal politics, and it was impossible under American conditions of voluntarism to compel dissenters to participate in the larger community. Thus many Orthodox Jews wondered why they should allow Reform rabbis like Judah Magnes to regulate their affairs, and most radicals refused to take part in a body based on the concept of Jewish unity above class interests.40 Magnes summed up some of the difficulties in his report to the Kehillah's convention in 1912:
Some will not join us because we deal too much with the problem of Jewish religion, some because we do not deal with the problem sufficiently. Some hold that we have no right to concern ourselves with problems of Jewish education, and others again contend that this should be our exclusive field of work. Some complain that we have neglected the field of philanthropy, while others oppose us because they regard us as intruders upon their spheres of activity. Some claim that we have not given enough attention to labor disputes, while others hold such ques tions to be beyond our jurisdiction.41
In 1914 Dr. Magnes admitted that "fewer than half of New York's 3,500 Jewish organizations" had affiliated with the Kehillah.42 In fact the Kehillah never attracted more than about a tenth of that number of organizations; 341 organizations were represented at the 1915 conven tion, one of the largest the Kehillah held. Generally, landsmanshaftn contributed about one quarter of the Jewish Community's affiliates, with the Federation of Galician and Bucovinean Jews consistently send ing the largest delegation. But most societies, including most landsman shaftn, did not respond enthusiastically to appeals to join the Kehil lah.43
The Kehillah had difficulty activating even its own affiliates, let alone those organizations standing on the sidelines. At various times, dele gates complained that the Kehilla was neither getting its message across nor fulfilling its democratic promise.44 One rank-and-file supporter reported in 1915 that, in an effort to enlist more groups into the Jewish Community, he had visited many society meetings, and "found that the public is very much estranged from the work of the Kehillah and therefore has no interest in joining." Judge Leon Sanders, President of HIAS and Grand Master of the Independent Order Brith Abraham, put it even more bluntly. "Once a year," he charged, "you call upon the organizations to send their delegates. Do you know what they say when they receive your invitations? . . . Aha! The Kehillah is here again. The whole year we do not see them; now they want us to give them five dollars for every man we send them."45
Despite the energetic and often excellent work of its professional staff in such areas as Jewish education and industrial relations, the Kehillah failed to demonstrate to the societies its usefulness in relation to their own particular needs. In fact the Kehillah did very little for them, never even acting on several proposals that would have aided the societies directly.46 Had the Kehillah more actively pursued such programs to assist the individual societies, the societies would perhaps have taken more interest in the activities of the Kehillah.
Indeed, the Kehillah sometimes even seemed to interfere with the cherished autonomy of the landsmanshaftn. In 1912, for example, the Federation of Bessarabian Organizations decided to follow the example of the larger Galician, Russian-Polish, and Romanian federations, all of which sponsored (or had already undertaken to establish) hospitals or other social welfare institutions intended for the community at large. The Bessarabians, believing that there was a need for an orphanage close to the neighborhoods from which the children had come, resolved to build such an institution on the Lower East Side. The Executive Committee of the Kehillah, however, thought that "there was no need for any new institutions of this kind" and tried to persuade Bessarabian leaders to drop the idea.47 Two years later, when the Bessarabian Federation seemed determined to go ahead with its plan, a motion was introduced at the Kehillah convention that "the Kehillah take steps to prevent the establishment of new Jewish orphan asylums, or hospitals unless a thorough investigation and hearing shall satisfactorily show that such new institutions are needed." The major proponents of the measure, including Louis Marshall and Cyrus Sulzberger, argued strenuously that no new institutions were needed, least of all in "crowded residential sections of the city" like the Lower East Side. A few delegates, including at least two affiliated with landsmanshaftn, spoke against the motion, contending that the Kehillah had "no right to meddle in such matters." The resolution passed, but two years later the Bessarabians opened the Hebrew National Orphan House any way.48
The Kehillah also met with limited success in its efforts to mediate disputes involving landsmanshaftn. In 1910 it formed a Committee on Conciliation "for the purpose of adjusting amicably and outside of the courts, disputes which arise among members of congregations, societies and lodges." One of the committee's first cases concerned a widow who charged her late husband's society with failing to pay her the proper death benefit.49 Soon, however, the committee reported that it would no longer hear cases involving individual societies. Rather, the Execu tive Committee resolved that the Conciliation Committee would only "concern itself with matters affecting the Jewish Community at large."50 But in this area too the Kehillah failed, unable to resolve the ongoing feud between opposing factions of Romanian Jews. The re fusal of one of the Romanian leaders, Pierre Siegelstein, to agree to Kehillah mediation although he was a member of its Executive Com mittee only underscored the umbrella group's ineffectualness.51
By 1917 even Magnes had to conclude that the attempt to place the Kehillah's professional bureaus under the direction of the constituent assembly had failed. The fact that the bureaus raised most of their funds from sources outside of the affiliated organizations simply enhanced their independence. In 1917, therefore, Magnes moved that the bureaus be severed from the Kehillah in the hope that it would then become a wide-open forum in which all voices within the Jewish community could be heard and an authoritative consensus formed. Over the course of the next year, the Kehillah was completely restructured on the basis of individual membership and district elections. The 1918 convention proved lively, but it could no longer make even the pretense of control ling a communal bureaucratic apparatus. The Kehillah soon withered, a process furthered by Magnes's identification with militant pacifism during World War I.52
The onset of war itself helped to undermine the Kehillah by redirect ing the attention of much of American Jewry to the plight of Jews in the war zones overseas. Magnes's address to the Kehillah's 1915 con vention began by emphasizing the war in Europe and the need for the Jews of America to exercise leadership in the crisis.53 But the Kehillah, argued Magnes, could not be the vehicle through which American Jews would come to the aid of their brothers and sisters in Europe. As the Kehillah's abdication of any responsibility for the most burning issue of the day became apparent, dissatisfaction grew. As early as February 1915, the Tageblat reported that "very few" delegates had come to a recent meeting, "and the majority of them bitterly attacked the Kehillah for its inactivity in this critical moment."54
During the war, organizations that seemed better attuned to the needs of the day began to attract more attention. In addition to relief activities, the movement for an American Jewish Congress gathered momentum. As envisaged by its supporters, the American Jewish Con gress would in many ways resemble the Kehillah. It would be a demo cratically elected deliberative body which would speak authoritatively for American Jewry. However, unlike the Kehillah, the Congress would be national in scope and engage itself in national and international political matters. Specifically, its Zionist and Labor Zionist proponents expected it to play a major role in securing Jewish rights in Europe and, eventually, a Jewish homeland in Palestine after the war.55
For a time Congress supporters hoped that the Kehillah would take the lead in the organization of this national Jewish body. Here, how ever, they ran into fierce opposition by the American Jewish Commit tee, of which the Kehillah was officially the New York branch, but which claimed for itself the exclusive right to speak for American Jewry on national and international questions. In 1915 and 1916, the Kehil lah was the venue for debates and negotiations between the Committee, led by Louis Marshall, and the "democratic" faction led by the Zionists and supported mainly by East Europeans. Several landsmanshaft lead ers sided outspokenly with the pro-Congress group, taking part in the caucus which demanded that the Kehillah sever its ties with the Ameri can Jewish Committee and endorse the Congress movement. When their demands were not met, the pro-Congress forces walked out of the Kehillah's 1916 convention.56 Hometown societies discussed the Congress movement at their meet ings and many came to support it. The Galician, Russian-Polish, and Romanian federations all became early backers of the Congress. Some individual societies, such as the Timkovitser Congregation, affiliated with the movement as well and sent delegates to various pre-Congress conferences and rallies.57 Within the Galician quarter, the AustroHungarian Zionists and a newer group known as Young Galicia joined the Federation of Galician and Bucovinean Jews in agitating for the Congress. Mass meetings sponsored by the Galician Farband featured prominent speakers from the whole Zionist spectrum, together with Federation leaders. (When it seemed that the Federation's support might waver in the face of American Jewish Committee opposition, the other groups pressured it to continue its backing of the movement.)58
Eventually, the American Jewish Committee agreed to go along with the Congress on condition that it disband after hearing reports from its delegates to the European peace conferences. Accordingly, in May and June 1917, some 335,000 American Jews in over eighty cities voted for delegates to an American Jewish Congress, which would, in turn, select American Jewry's representatives to the international deliberations.59
Some landsmanshaftn organized to elect their own people to the Congress and to place their demands on its agenda. A number of important New York landsmanshaft figures attended the gathering and helped look out for the interests of their respective landslayt.60 Bernard Semel chaired the Commission on Galicia and Solomon Sufrin headed the committee on Romania. Jacob Carlinger, of the Russian-Polish Federation, served as Honorary Financial Secretary of the Congress and received official thanks for his diligent organizing work. At the assem bly's last session, Jacob Pfeffer, founder of the Galician Federation, caused a stir when he moved to make the American Jewish Congress a permanent body. (He was ruled out of order.)61
In 1920, after hearing the report of its delegation to the European peace talks, the American Jewish Congress heeded its original agree ment with the American Jewish Committee and disbanded. It was reconstituted shortly thereafter, to become an activist organization devoted to defending the civil rights of Jews at home and abroad. But it never again acted as the constituent assembly of a (nearly) united American Jewry.62
The Building Blocks of Community
The Labor Movement Both the Kehillah and the American Jewish Congress endeavored to organize American Jews into a unified polity on the assumption that they shared a single set of national, or at least communal, interests. Not all Jews agreed, however, least of all the "self-conscious Jewish labor community" which had gained the support of many immigrants in the first decades of the twentieth century.63 Led by a socialist intelligentsia, the labor movement had a vision of Jewish society in which class interests were at least as important as those of ethnicity. Jewish labor built its own institutions, including the Jewish Daily Forward, the Workmen's Circle, trade unions, and radical parties. However, rather than remain aloof from the community at large, the labor movement exerted its influence in all aspects of Jewish life. By the time labor lawyer Meyer London was elected to the House of Representatives on the Socialist Party ticket in 1914, the movement's influence had spread beyond the boundaries of the working class to all classes of immigrant society.64
The Workmen's Circle formed the main bridge between the labor movement and the landsmanshaft world. The order's branches encour aged their members to join the unions in their trades, afforded them strike benefits when they walked off their jobs, and disciplined scabs.65 The branches could also be counted on to donate to strike funds even when no members were involved. Between 1909 and 1913, Zerdover Branch 301 supported at least 26 strikes, from that of the shirtwaistmakers to that of the Singer Sewing Machine representatives. They even gave to non-Jewish unions, such as the "German bakers" and the "Philadelphia car strikers."66
Other landsmanshaftn, like the Progressive Slutzker Young Men's Benevolent Association and the Kolomear Young Friends, remained independent but maintained close ties to the labor movement. The Slutzker Young Men considered themselves "progressive" because they believed that their society "should enlighten [its] members in all impor tant matters and aid outside worthy causes in general." The society's program of "enlightenment" included lectures by such socialist lumi naries as Jacob Panken, Meyer London, and Abraham Shiplikoff, and its stated goals made it clear that the members considered trade unions to be "worthy causes." The association excluded strikebreakers from membership and remained proud that, during the great strikes of 1909 to 1914, it "not only helped its own members and the general strike fund of the unions but also conducted an educational campaign for the unions in maintaining the morale of its strikers."67
The old-country heritage, in this case a radicalizing factor rather than a conservative one, heavily influenced the Kolomear Young Friends, founded in 1904. Many of the Kolomear immigrants had already acquired a deep commitment to socialism in their Galician hometown of Kolomyya, which was known for its pious prayer-shawl weavers as well as its strong workers' movement. The "young friends"-some religious and some free-thinking, some of them businessmen and others laborers-imparted a socialist tone to their organization but never joined the secularist Workmen's Circle. During the cloakmakers' strike of 1910, the Kolomear Friends contributed to the strike fund and also offered weekly benefits to their striking members. Between 1910 and 1914, the Kolomear distributed $1,675 in strike pay, more than they gave out in any other type of benefit.68
Some scholars have viewed the Old World as a uniformly conserva tive influence and argued that the landsmanshaftn expressed their iso lation and backwardness most clearly through hostility toward the labor movement. "The Old World antipathy toward New World Soci ety," Michael Weisser has written in his study of the hometown asso ciations, "was most evident in the groups' conservative attitude toward trade unions and other labor issues." In a more sophisticated argument, the historian Moses Rischin has contended that the landsmanshaftn "obstructed labor organization" by binding boss and worker together in a paternalistic relationship. Fictional works of the period, such as Forward editor Abraham Cahan's The Rise of David Levinsky and Sholem Asch's Uncle Moses, agree that manufacturers used the societies to manipulate their landslayt employees and prevent them from organ izing independently. Cahan's cloak manufacturer, Levinsky, hires only landslayt from his hometown of Antomir and organizes the Levinsky Antomir Benevolent Society, moves which he admits "afforded me a low average of wages and safeguarded my shop against labor troubles." Likewise, Asch's Moses Melnick employs only his fellow Kuzminer Jews and doubles as patriarchal head of the landsmanshaft congrega tion. When one worker considers joining the union, Uncle Moses responds, "Not here, my friend . . . This is not an ordinary shop which admits union men. Here we are landslayt, family."69
In reality, however, landsmanshaft ties sometimes reinforced worker solidarity against the bosses. Even at the end of Asch's novel the workers do indeed organize a union under the leadership of a young Americanized landsman, a socialist lawyer named Charlie. Significantly, when they finally organize against their "benefactor" and boss, Uncle Moses' workers meet in the Kuzminer synagogue that he had built for them.
The reefer makers' strike of 1907 provides a dramatic example from real life of an industrial conflict in which workers took militant action against their paternalistic landslayt bosses. The reefer trade, the manu facture of cheap coats made entirely by machine, was comparatively new. It had been built almost single-handedly by Philip Weinstein, a former cloakmaker, and his brother, Max, a former clothing salesman. The firm of Weinstein Brothers, founded in 1901, remained the largest in the industry at the time of the strike. The brothers hailed from Pukhovichi, Minsk province in Belorussia, and the trade they estab lished retained a close connection with towns in that region. Since the trade required less skill than work in other lines of ladies' clothing, newcomers found ready employment in the trade. Many of the workers had never worked in any other shop than the one against which they struck in 1907.70
The reefer makers first struck against their landslayt bosses in 1905 to demand an end to a 16-hour workday and other abuses.71 The employers sought to avert a strike by emphasizing their common ori gins with the workers. According to one Igumener landsman and union official, the manufacturers "took to throwing parties, giving out beer, organizing societies, promising sick benefits and buying cemetery plots for the workers; acting nice and promising the world-to-come in order to con them out of the present world." The climax of the campaign came at a party thrown by Weinstein Brothers in a hall behind a Lower East Side saloon. With tables laden with herring, corned beef, bread, and other delicacies, and beer flowing on tap, the bosses called on the workers to form a landsmanshaft. In the "middle of a fiery speech by one of the bosses," recounted the same union leader, "a union commit tee walked in and broke up the party. The poor bosses did not know that most of those present were unionists who had been waiting for the raid." The workers marched out of the hall singing revolutionary anthems.72 The union won the ten-day strike, but little changed in the industry until two years later.
The expiration of the agreement in 1907 set the stage for a show down between International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union Local 17 and the manufacturers' association. The union demanded an end to the practice of requiring workers to supply their own machines. The bosses responded by revoking recognition of the union. The bitterly fought eight-week strike began on March 22 with a walkout of the 125 workers at Weinstein Brothers, and within two days, over 1,500 reefer makers left their jobs.73 Eventually, the intervention of Samuel Gompers and the conservative Yiddish newspaper, the Tageblat, helped bring about a settlement. On May 16, the Forward proclaimed "Complete Victory for the Reefer Makers, Hurrah!"74 The settlement resulted in a number of improvements. Most importantly, the strike extended union recognition beyond the life of one contract and guaranteed a closed union shop. The Jewish labor movement had won an unprecedented victory.
Far from bringing the sides closer together, the fact of shared nativity gave the strikers additional moral and material ammunition against the bosses. The Forward, speaking for the strikers, taunted the Weinsteins for their lowly old-country pedigree, poked fun at the close family relationships among firms-"Holtzberg and Feinman, Feinman and Berman, Berman and Krutshik, Krutshik and Pintshik, Pintshik and Shmintshik"-and sneered at "our brothers in Israel, the former moochers and current allrightniks of the reefer trade, the little parvenu bosses of Spring Street, Lispenard Street and Walker Street."75 The bosses had instituted a degree of exploitative paternalism, but this too backfired at the time of the strike. Thus local 17 discovered that many workers had banked part of their wages with their bosses. The union persuaded its followers to put their notes in the hands of its lawyer, Meyer London, who threatened to turn them over for collection. Faced with bankruptcy, the manufacturers lost their enthusiasm for continu ing the confrontation.76
The landsmanshaft societies most closely connected to the reefer industry came to the aid of the strikers. The Puchowitzer Young Men's and Young Ladies' Progressive Association resolved to "support the courageous reefer makers financially and morally and that the members should work with all their might with the reefer makers and for the reefer makers."77 Not surprisingly, the Socialist Federation of Humener, Bereziner and Shmilevitzer contributed to the strike fund. Less expected support came from the Independent Ehumaner Benevolent Society and even from the conservative Congregation Anshe Puchowitz, which gave the comparatively large sum of $25, showing that groups across the ideological spectrum assisted their striking landslayt.78
The financial support of the community, including a broad range of landsmanshaftn, contributed greatly to the success of the strike. Socie ties of all kinds responded to the union's appeals and demonstrated that they could provide the labor movement with the resources it needed to overcome its wealthier adversaries. The union spent $18,000, a large figure for that time, over $7,700 of which was raised through the Forward. The paper called on the whole community to aid the reefer makers. "Let the whole Jewish quarter take the strike in its hands!" it urged. "Let the whole Jewish quarter support the fighters! Let us see who is more powerful, the entire Jewish quarter or the association of reefer bosses."79 Landsmanshaftn contributed significantly, their $1,449 coming in 309 donations. Participating societies predictably included associations of recently arrived revolutionaries from Russia, but they also included nonradical groups like the Independent Kiever Benevolent Society, Zembrover Young Men's Benevolent Association, and the First Yedinitzer Young Men's and Young Ladies' Benevolent Educational Society, as well as lodges of the "bourgeois" fraternal orders-Order Brith Abraham and Independent Order Brith Abra ham-and religious congregations such as the Agudas Akhim Anshe Smila, Khevre Menakhem Mendel Anshe Dubrov, and Congregation Anshei Mozir.80
The reefer strike set the stage for the "great revolt," which rocked the immigrant Jewish community between 1909 and 1914. General strikes by shirtwaist makers in 1909-1910, cloakmakers in 1910, fur riers in 1912, men's tailors in 1913 , and others, established the unions as powers to be reckoned with in the garment industry and other Jewish trades. Entering the "revolt" with 5,000 members in 41 constituent organizations, the United Hebrew Trades, a federation of predomi nantly Jewish unions, claimed 250,000 members in 111 affiliates by 1914.81
Public support was crucial to the success of each of the general strikes. Particularly when labor managed to equate its program with the needs of the whole population, many landslayt societies willingly provided vital support to the cause. The largest and most successful battle, that of the cloakmakers, reportedly cost the union $246,000.82 The Forward raised large sums of money and published lists of con tributors. The socialist daily continually exhorted its readers to come to the aid of the strikers, urging organizations to make strike support "the chief topic of discussion, the first point on your agendas."83 In one article during the furriers' strike, the Forward implicitly recognized the potential social power of the landsmanshaftn and editorialized on the role of the societies in industrial disputes:
Nine thousand furriers are on strike-a whole army. They come from all ends of the earth, from various regions, and they belong to various societies, associations and organizations. These organizations, branches and societies can and must be the first to help their members who are participating in the great, glorious, bitter struggle of the furriers against the fur magnates. Every landslayt society, every Workmen's Circle branch can and must care for the several members who are in need of bread and other necessities of life . . . This is their duty.84
Landsmanshaftn responded by donating significant sums of money. The outpouring of sympathy from the community for the cloakmakers in particular was tremendous, and landsmanshaft contributions to the strike fund reflected the general enthusiasm for the strike. The home town societies provided $4,643 in 600 separate gifts, and Workmen's Circle branches, many of them also organized on a landsmanshaft basis, added over $6,000 in almost 500 donations.85
The broad range of groups that participated in strike-support work illustrates the degree to which the cloakmakers' "great upheaval" be came a cause for the entire immigrant community. "In all lodges, in all societies, even in conservative ones," the Forward reported, "commit tees of the strikers are very well received. Everywhere, sympathy is expressed for the great strike, and from everywhere, financial support is provided to the fighters."86 At one point in the strike, supporters organized a fundraising conference, which included "tens of Work men's Circle branches, unions, benevolent societies, religious congrega tions, conservative mutual aid societies, socialist and simply progressive organizations." Conservative groups objected to a proposed executive committee of 15 representatives of progressive organizations. "In such a matter," they explained, "in a people's cause, no distinction may be made between progressive and conservative. Everyone wants to work for the strike." In the end the conference added five seats to the committee to appease the conservative societies.87
In addition to contributing to general strike funds, landsmanshaftn often provided direct assistance to their own striking members. During the cloakmakers' strike, the Forward reported that it had received many resolutions from societies which had "taken it upon themselves to support their striking members during the entire course of the strike."88 Some societies continued to provide strikers with the normal benefits of membership without requiring the regular payment of dues. Congre gation Ahavath Zedek Anshei Timkowitz did this tentatively when it voted to "allow an extra two weeks this quarter to the brothers who are employed in the cloak trade," and more boldly in 1913 when it waived dues payments altogether for its tailor members.89 Some socie ties went a step further, presenting their striking brothers with outright grants, or even weekly benefits. The Stabiner Young Men's Benevolent Association, for example, gave six dollars a week to each family man and three dollars to each single brother on strike with the tailors.90 Morris Waldman of the United Hebrew Charities summed up the importance of this kind of aid, noting that "remarkably enough, none [of the shirtwaist and cloak strikers of [1909] [1910] found it necessary to apply to the Charities for aid. Why? Because ... after they exhausted their own scant resources, they applied to the mutual benefit societies, as well as to their unions, and received grants or loans sufficient to tide them over their emergency."91 By sponsoring fundraising events, landsmanshaftn served a larger cause at the same time as they carried out one of their own central organizational purposes-that of providing social opportunities for landslayt. The Ekaterinoslaver Young Men's Club, for example, held a ball and concert for the shirtwaist strikers, and the Bialystoker Young Men, perhaps of a more serious bent, staged a lecture and literary evening for the same cause. Volozhiner and Pinsker young men each held "confetti balls" for the benefit of the cloakmakers, while the proceeds of an earthier picnic given by the Orsher Young Friends Association went to help the furriers. Several societies from a given region also got together to organize special conferences to raise funds for strikers: Galician societies worked for striking dry goods clerks in 1909, and Bessarabian, Mohilever, and Volhynian organizations for the furriers in 1912.92
Societies expressed their support for organized labor in other ways as well. The Zgierzer Sick Benevolent Association voted to print its rule book at a union printer. Among the organizations that pledged in 1907 not to smoke cigarettes without a union label were the Brisker Benevo lent Society, the Horodoker Progressive Educational Society, and the Shavler Progressive Benevolent Society. Minsker Young Friends refused to eat in nonunion restaurants, and the Kamenets Podolier Untershtit sung Fareyn vowed not to attend the People's Theater until its managers met the actors' demands.93
When striking workers and struck bosses belonged to the same society, however, that landsmanshaft did not always back the trade union movement so eagerly. Often, a bitter struggle for the soul of the organization took place. During the furriers' strike, the Forward re ported on several groups in which member employers blocked aid to member strikers. The Melnitzer Benevolent Society, in the words of the newspaper, "covered itself with shame. When its striking members demanded that their dues payments be postponed, member bosses did not permit it. The 'worthy brothers' were not able to refuse the honor able gentlemen, and the poor strikers were stricken from the rolls. This is what you call a benevolent society!"94 Divisions arose in other socie ties even without intervention by landslayt bosses. The president of one landsmanshaft wrote to the Forward's popular advice column that his society had been unable to donate to the cloakmakers' strike because of a previously imposed freeze on disbursements. To his chagrin as a "friend of the workers," the brothers also defeated a motion to tax themselves, on the grounds that if a member wanted to contribute to the strike, he could do so as an individual.95
In one important instance, the reluctance of many landsmanshaftn to back a strike demonstrated the limits of society support for the labor movement. During the predominantly female shirtwaist strike of 1909-10, the mostly male society membership apparently shared the preju dices that led many men in the ILGWU to see the women's locals as "a drag on the international."96 Bias against the young women strikers, most of whom were not members of landsmanshaftn, and mistrust of feminists and upper-class women from outside the immigrant commu nity who supported the strike, combined to dampen society enthusiasm for the strike. Though 213 associations did donate over $1,400 to the strike fund, this was proportionately less than they contributed to either the reefer makers' strike two years earlier or to the cloakmakers' strike the following year.97 There were even examples, the Forward reported, of outright hostility on the part of some landsmanshaftn. When Social ist Party member G. Bress went to sell strike-support stamps at the ball of the Suwalker Benevolent Association, he was thrown down the stairs by two security guards and the chairman of the arrangement commit tee, who shouted after him, "Enough begging!"98
Still, when their own members were involved, most independent landsmanshaftn supported strikes and unions. The Satanover Benevo lent Society willingly assisted its own members on strike. Brother Klein received $20 when he was "reported ... in need" in 1913. But the brothers were particularly enthusiastic about the furriers' strike of 1912. The society made a substantial $15 contribution to the strike fund and waived the dues of striking members until the conclusion of the walkout. The Satanover society's interest in the furriers' strike probably resulted from the involvement of a number of its own mem bers in the dispute. A partial membership roster lists a fur cutter and a fur tacker, and fragmentary notations of occupations of candidates for membership between 1909 and 1914 show a furrier and another fur tacker. The roster also contains two "fur dealers," possibly employers, although this is not certain. In any case, the presence of six individuals connected with the fur trade in such incomplete membership records indicates that there was likely an extensive link between the Satanover and the industry."
At other times, when the financial interests of the society conflicted with principle, the Satanover were not so generous with their support. In April 1911 the Satanover boldly voted to show sympathy for striking clerks by closing their account with Jarmulowsky's Bank. However, they prudently attached a proviso to wait until the end of the quarter in July, so as not to lose interest on the money. There is no indication that the group ever did withdraw the funds. Most shockingly, the landslayt voted in 1912 to print their constitution at a nonunion printer, "$18 for 300 booklets."100
No matter how flawed their commitment might have been, however, the landsmanshaftn clearly lent widespread and vital assistance to the Jewish labor movement at critical times. Moreover, even if they did not fully align themselves with any coherent ideological position, the record shows that, at the very least, landsmanshaft members avidly debated and acted upon the major issues facing the Jewish population.
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The Social Welfare Model: HIAS Social service provided a third model of Jewish communal organiza tion. This conception of the Jewish community as a network of philan thropic agencies ultimately proved more durable than either the at tempts to form a united Jewish polity or the socialist labor alternative. By the first two decades of the century, Eastern European Jews had begun to build their own social welfare institutions to rival those run by the well-established German Jews. Many of these remained small, but some, like the Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society, grew into important large-scale service providers. Concentrating on the prac tical needs of the population, they were able to draw support from all sectors of the community.
Some landsmanshaftn formed philanthropic organizations to aid needy compatriots. Agencies based on country of origin included the Roumanian Hebrew Aid Association and the United Austrian Hebrew Charity Association. Landslayt from large cities, such as Bialystok and Cracow, also had their own charitable groups. The Bialystoker Bikur Cholim, for example, provided medical care to indigent landslayt. Unlike most landsmanshaftn, this organization enrolled no permanent members but relied for its funding on the proceeds of its annual ball and similar events. The Bialystoker Ladies Aid Society Tomkhey Aniim and the United Krakauer Charity Aid Society likewise aided needy landslayt.101
A few landsmanshaft groups also sponsored educational institutions. Galician Jews supported the Downtown Talmud Torah, which was sometimes referred to as the "Austrian" Talmud Torah, but a few institutions even bore the names of specific towns. The largest of these was the Talmud Torah Anshei Zhitomir, which started out modestly in 1912. In 1915 it moved to its own building at 337 East 4th Street, and by 1917 it had a staff of seven teachers and an enrollment of 482 boys and 103 girls.102
One social welfare agency emerged from the welter of small associa tions to become a major institution. The Hebrew Sheltering and Immi grant Aid Society, known by the acronym HIAS, came into being in 1909 after the merger of two organizations which had originated among the Eastern European immigrants on the Lower East Side. Both the Hebrew Sheltering House Association and the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (also called HIAS) had depended for much of their support on hometown and other societies, and the combined organization con tinued to do so after 1909. Because it dealt with the practical and political problems of immigration, around which the community stood united, HIAS uniquely commanded the allegiance of the entire range of landsmanshaftn, from right to left.103
Established at a meeting at Pythagorean Hall on East Broadway in November 1889, the Hebrew Sheltering House Association was a self consciously Eastern European effort. Dissatisfaction with the work of the established United Hebrew Charities (UHC), which the organizers felt to be condescending to the new arrivals and insensitive to their needs, motivated the founders. The new association began its work the following year by opening a shelter for homeless immigrants. Led by Yiddish publisher Kasriel Sarasohn, the Hebrew Sheltering House at tracted the support of many immigrant associations. By 1906-1907 the House had expanded its work and added such wealthy "uptown" Jewish philanthropists as Jacob Schiff to its list of contributors.104
The original Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, founded in 1902, was also closely bound up with the landsmanshaft, or at least the fraternal, sector. In that year members of the Rabbi Jochanon Lodge 144 of the Independent Order Brith Abraham, which may have been joined by, or have been itself a society of landslayt from the city of Zhitomir, heard of a Jewish immigrant who died at Ellis Island and had been given a pauper's burial. Determined to provide a proper Jewish burial to immi grants who died at the immigration station, a delegation from the lodge went to the island to investigate. So horrified were the delegates at the conditions they found there that they decided to form an organization to aid new arrivals and work energetically for their interests.105
The founding of HIAS came at a time of great concern within the Jewish community over the treatment accorded newcomers at Ellis Island. Reports that the station had begun to apply immigration regu lations restrictively prompted a campaign by five prominent Jewish fraternal orders for a more liberal interpretation. At the same time, discontent with the United Hebrew Charities, whose representative at Ellis Island did not speak Yiddish and seldom appealed a deportation ruling, resurfaced within the Eastern European community. The new immigrant aid organization was therefore able to win widespread finan cial and moral support by appealing directly to societies as well as individuals. The Kamenets Podolier Untershtitsung Fareyn became one of its first endorsers when it donated ten dollars in response to a visit from a HIAS representative. Many brothers also signed up as individual members and pledged to "help the Hebrew Emigrant Aid Association [sic] to do away with the bad laws and to ameliorate the condition of the emigrants on Ellis Island."106 By the beginning of 1903, HIAS had begun its work and had sta tioned a representative at Ellis Island. The new organization aggres sively appealed deportation cases, provided translation and interpreta tion services, investigated conditions on arriving ships, helped new arrivals search for relatives, provided immigrants with transportation to their final destinations, opened an employment bureau, and pub-lished advice on American customs and immigration laws. In 1909 HIAS and the Hebrew Sheltering House Association, by then located across the street from one another, merged. Morris Waldman, who helped to bring them together, noted that the leadership of both organi zations shared common Ukrainian origins and predicted "a compatible marriage ... in view of the close landsmannschaft relation between the people on the two boards."107
The combined Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society (still usually referred to as HIAS) expanded the pace and scope of its work, opened branches at several other important ports of entry, and estab lished contact with Jewish relief agencies in Europe. The organization also undertook a political role, lobbying from its office in Washington against restrictive immigration laws. Statistics for the first ten years of the combined organization's activity give some idea of how many individual lives HIAS directly affected: From 1909 through 1918 HIAS handled 28,884 potential deportation cases (winning admission for 22,760 of these), placed 21,145 workers in jobs, sheltered 32,202 immigrants and "wayfarers" in its dormitory, assisted 64,298 immi grants to acquire naturalization papers, helped 84,023 people reach destinations outside of New York, and gave advice to 750,000 infor mation seekers. In addition, HIAS sponsored 188 lectures in its building and conducted 337 English and citizenship classes.108
Landsmanshaftn and similar organizations accounted for a sig nificant percentage of the agency's revenues. This was especially true of the early premerger years, when upwards of 40 percent of HIAS's small income came from societies and lodges. Later, as the merged agency's budget grew, the percentage declined, but in 1914 lodges and soci eties still accounted for just over 15 percent of HIAS's income of $121,000.109
Representatives of HIAS visited the meetings of many kinds of landsmanshaftn, often eliciting an enthusiastic response. At one gath ering, the HIAS delegate "made such a good impression on [the mem bers of the Hatsiler Society] with his speech that the president, Mr. Sam Gottlieb, undertook as his duty to recruit as many members as possible for the institution, and right on the spot influenced six members of the society to join the sheltering society as members and pay their dues."110 The Satanover Benevolent Society responded to a visit from a HIAS representative by appointing a committee to look into the agency. When the investigation committee reported that HIAS's "work is very good," the society took out the standard five-dollar organizational membership.111
In special circumstances many societies readily increased their back ing for HIAS. In 1908, for example, the Bialystoker Young Men's Association organized a conference of societies to drum up support for the immigration agency, which had suffered during the economic crisis. Twenty-three societies responded to the Bialystokers' reminder that "many [landsmanshaft members] have come in direct or indirect con tact with this society or with its representative on Ellis Island."112 During World War I groups as diverse as the Timkovitser Congregation and the Zerdover Workmen's Circle branch responded to HIAS appeals for increased contributions to deal with war-related emergencies.113
The range of organizations that contributed to HIAS's work was unique for the period. As the Bialystoker Young Men noted in their appeal, HIAS came into contact with a large proportion of New York's Jewish immigrant population. Individuals who had not themselves re ceived assistance from the agency knew relatives and friends who had. All members of the community, of every political or religious orienta tion, shared the experience of having arrived in a new country, and nearly all fervently supported a continued liberal immigration policy. HIAS's donor lists include the names of hundreds of independent mu tual aid societies, religious congregations, union locals, and fraternal lodges. Though the socialist Workmen's Circle officially endorsed HIAS for the first time in 1908, many of its branches had already contributed earlier. By 1913 the HIAS Membership Committee rightly boasted that its 2,621 contributing organizations (1,682 of these in New York) gave it "a larger constituency than any other institution of American Jewry." Furthermore, continued the report, "There are all varieties of Jewish organizations represented, lodges, chevras, charities, federations, labor unions, etc. This is the best evidence of the democracy of our society, of the widespread popular interest there is in our work."114
Landsmanshaftn thus reflected all of the enthusiasms and biases of the Jewish immigrant community as a whole. Far from the backward "oases" of passive insularity portrayed by scholars such as Howe and Weisser, the societies formed a crucial reservoir of mass support for a range of communal undertakings-from the Kehillah to the labor movement and HIAS. Hundreds, if not thousands, of landsmanshaftn participated at one time or another in the various movements and charitable causes that engaged the Lower East Side and other immi grant neighborhoods of New York. Some, such as the Workmen's Circle branches on the left and the religious congregations on the right, had explicit ideological commitments. Most were less consistent, though they often evidenced a sentimental attachment to Jewish symbolism and Zionism.
A given cause could attract strong landsmanshaft support if the organization or movement making the appeal could demonstrate its practical necessity and relevance to the members themselves. At the same time, the organizations fiercely guarded their independence and resisted the efforts of larger bodies to subordinate them. HIAS and the trade unions thus won widespread support because they directly touched the lives of many members without imposing discipline on the societies. The Kehillah, on the other hand, remained remote from the daily concerns of most immigrants and was unable to overcome their suspicion of centralized communal structures.
The landsmanshaftn were not prepared to surrender what must have seemed to be the hard-won autonomy afforded them by American conditions. Yet they were more than ready to support those causes which they felt furthered their own interests and those of the commu nity as a whole. Through their federations, they even took the initiative in establishing substantial medical and social-welfare institutions de signed to serve the needs of the broader Jewish immigrant population.
